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           I have, over the years, become more and more aware that there is           

        virtually no limit to the criminality of United States Leadership.  I had        

      read VoteScam by James and Kenneth Collier, and so I knew that the vote,   

    at least in Florida, was rigged.  But, having worked as a computer                  

  programmer, I knew that it would be easy to rig a computerized voting

machine to tip the election in any direction I wanted it to go, presuming that I

wrote the program.

Well, today, I was treated to a video on vote rigging utilizing the computerized

voting machines currently in use, which demonstrates the vote-rigging taking

place in the United States today, and probably in the past as well.  And

because of my programming background, I didn’t have to struggle to keep up

with the presentation, however, I think the presentation is sufficiently well

done that an average person is going to comprehend the shared information as

well as I.  

Simply put:

The video is titled Fraction Magic - Detailed Vote Rigging Demonstration, but do

not be misled, it’s not a treatise on “Fractions”, however fractions are used in

the tally of votes.  In short, if the riggers want candidate “A” to receive 55% of

the vote and candidate “B” to receive 45% of the vote, then for every ballot cast,

candidate “A” will get 0.55 vote count and candidate “B” will get 0.45 vote

count.  Therefore, the total votes cast thus far is 0.55 + 0.45 = 1 vote.  

If ten votes are cast, then candidate “A” will get 5.50 votes registered, and

candidate “B” will get 4.5 votes registered, and 5.5 + 4.5 = 10 votes cast.

And if 23,187 votes are cast, candidate “A” will get 12,752.85 (55%) votes, and

candidate “B” will get 10,434.15 (45%) votes.   The decimal fraction of each
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fob-AGgZn44&feature=youtu.be


count, 0.85 for candidate “A” and 0.15 for candidate “B” add up to one vote,

and this one vote may be added to the total of either candidate but we will add

it to candidate “A”, making his total 12753.  With that, the totals of each

candidate will add up to the total votes cast (12,753 +  10,434 = 23,187).

There will be no fractional portion (0.85 or 0.15) in the numbers reported to the

public.  Thus, the report to the public will be 12753 votes for candidate “A”,

and 10434 votes for candidate “B”.  And a total number of votes cast as 20,183

so that no suspicious looking decimal fractions are visible to the viewing

public.

While the actual programmed rigging of the vote is a little more complex, this

serves to show the lay individual how easy it is to alter a vote count.

Depending on how long this criminal vote rigging activity has been going

on, there are some far-reaching consequences to this criminal activity.  

Examining the far reaching consequences of this criminal activity:

Let’s begin with Congress and the President.  As the more sophisticated of us

know, the President can make law without the approval of Congress.  For those

not knowledgeable of this fact, here is the language giving the President this

power.

“The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations

heretofore or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or issued by the

President of the United States or the Secretary of the Treasury since

March 4, 1933 pursuant to the authority conferred by subdivision (b) of

section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended, are hereby approved

and confirmed.” - Title I, Section 1, Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933

Any executive order or proclamation the President of the United States may wish

to issue has already received approval by the Congress of 1933.  The same

dictatorial power is being conferred upon the Secretary of Treasury of Puerto

Rico no less, an un-elected individual having the same dictatorial power as the

President.  You may have noticed that the Law-Makers go out of their way to

identify the “President” as the President of the United States, but then identify
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the Treasury Secretary as only that and not the Secretary of Treasury of the

United States.  The Secretary of Treasury of Puerto Rico is the Banking Elite’s

man (Banking Elite = creditor of the United States) and is acting as receiver in

the matter of the bankruptcy of the United States declared in 1933 by President

Franklin Roosevelt.  Doing ones homework, this can all be easily confirmed by

doing a little research.

Returning to the two Law-Makers already identified, the President and

Congress, may we ask the question how many of these individuals have been

put into high office by rigged voting?  To contemplate this possibility has some

very far reaching consequences.  To begin with, we might ask how many laws

have been put into effect that should never have seen the light of day except for

the fact that rigged voting has placed Law Makers in office who should not have

been there?

This in turn begs the question, how many people are in prison who should not

be there, except for the fact that rigged voting has placed Law Makers in office

who should not have been there?  I’m not talking about prisoners who have

harmed or injured someone, I’m talking about the multitude of prisoners that

have harmed no one.  And if you do not know you can go to prison and not

have harmed anyone, then you are somewhat behind the proverbial 8-ball.

And these kinds of questions can go on and on and on, depending on which

elected office we are talking about, and at what level.  This voting fraud likely

extends all the way down to cities.  And now we are beginning to know and

comprehend more and more about why Leadership wants to take arms (guns)

away from the public.  This is a Constitutional Right that many Americans of

the Revolutionary War died to provide, and for good reason.  This criminal

activity being one of them.

Now, this is not to be construed as a call to arms, it can be construed as a call

to peaceably revolt and demand correction.  Hopefully, our Knights (police and

military) will be on our side, I would hate to see anyone harmed other than

criminals who have stolen peoples freedom that many died for, that have stolen

the productivity of Americans, that have injured Americans at every turn, that

have started wars and been responsible for the deaths of millions of people... 
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THOSE CRIMINALS!

We might wonder if cities like Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.,

and others would be as criminal as they are without rigged elections.  We might

wonder if all of America’s jobs would have went to other countries were it not

for rigged elections?  We might wonder if the failing economy would be failing if

not for rigged elections?  We might wonder if people would have lost their

homes through foreclosure if not for rigged elections?  We might wonder if we

would have any real poverty if not for rigged elections?  We might wonder if we

would have high unemployment rates if not for rigged elections?   We might

wonder if we would have racial profiling and suppression of targeted races

except for rigged elections?  We might wonder if our wages might have kept

pace with inflation if not for rigged elections?

This issue, rigged elections, goes right to the heart of this country, and what it

stands for.  You know, honesty, integrity, truth, doing the right thing even

when it doesn’t help you.  The questions that tie to this subject of vote rigging

are endless, and we should not allow the Main Stream Media, nor sitting

politicians, to detour us from getting answers and finding the truth.

Go get em’ America!
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